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Pandemics and Land Dues 

By Jeffery J. Smith 

 

History shows how a few places developed their socioeconomic 

structure from poor to prosperous, which would also help with 

addressing pandemics. 

 

 

The first people to catch an animal virus are poor. 

Oftentimes they are hungry enough to eat a bat. 

Scrawny farmers without their own land have little 

choice but crash into wildlife habitat. The virus then 

spreads and pandemics are born. So if those unlucky 

people could afford food and work fallow land, 

there’d be far fewer encounters between bats, snakes, 

chimps, etc, and hungry humans. 

Another factor could be overpopulation. Humanity is 

infecting every nook and cranny of the planet. 

Happily, prosperity slows growth and soon stabilizes 

populations, as now in Europe. 

Fortunately, history shows how a few places did 

develop from poor to prosperous, the classic example 

being Taiwan. What the government of Chiang Kai-

shek did was charge landowners for holding land. To 

avoid the charge, the big landowners, who had more 

than they could (or did) use, and so would pay their 



society the largest “land dues”, wisely sold off their 

excess and at prices the poor could afford. 

In two decades, Taiwan went from knowing hunger to 

being one of the Asian Tigers. The other Tigers also 

used a similar form of Taiwan's land prosperity 

reform. Furthermore, as a result, healthcare 

improved as well throughout these areas. There are 

valuable lessons to be taught here that would be 

beneficial for other countries to learn. 

Of course, even after spreading prosperity, some 

humans might still catch an animal virus. What then? 

* Then the victims to stimulate their immune systems, 

maybe with supplements, maybe with nano-medicine, 

to kill the invaders quickly. 

* And so they don’t infect others, they’d do what 

everybody has heard a million times by now—wash 

the hands, self-isolate, and so on. 

Not to downplay the things that the individual can do, 

but notice how you never hear over and over a million 

times what your society as a whole can do—legitimize 

supplements, invest in nano-medicine, and institute 

land dues to spur fair and efficient use of land 

everywhere. 

Do that, and the animals will thank us, even if their 

viruses won’t. 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/864311468167373686/Health-systems-in-East-Asia-what-can-developing-countries-learn-from-Japan-and-the-Asian-tigers
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/864311468167373686/Health-systems-in-East-Asia-what-can-developing-countries-learn-from-Japan-and-the-Asian-tigers


 

 

 

 

 


